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Key market barriers and available solutions for diversifying financing for NBS in cities

GrowGreen NBS Financing Presentation



What is the problem?
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What is preventing a significant increase in NBS provision, 
particularly involving private financing?

Conventional wisdom: we have some barriers to upscaling NBS –
identify and remove them and money will be unlocked. We often 
hear:

• “There are trillions of dollars/euros in finance markets looking for 
bankable projects”

• “If private businesses better understood the benefits of NBS they would 
invest more in them”

My proposition: this misunderstands the problem facing NBS 
financing in most cases

The key barriers to NBS upscaling are fundamental market features 
– changes to market structures are therefore required to overcome 
them



NBS Market failures in literature
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Main market failures and barriers from literature include:
• Information failures 

➢ Impacts of NBS are difficult and expensive to measure, and working with nature 
can involve higher risk (i.e. be less precise than grey solutions)

➢Skills and expertise shortage: NBS is new for many policy-makers and 
practitioners and can conflict with previous ‘grey’ solutions

➢General public unaware of NBS and its advantages (can be hostile to NBS)

• Coordination of multiple agencies and stakeholders
• High transaction and implementation cost and small scale of NBS
• Long timeframe required for financial returns
• Higher risk profile than other investment options

These are real barriers, some of which can be resolved with 
specific investment or programmes.



Structural problems in NBS
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Not much explicitly addressed in the literature (but implied) are 
fundamental market structural problems:

• NBS investments have strong ‘public good’ attributes (non-
excludable and non-rivalrous)
➢Investments that create public goods are very difficult to monetise

(e.g. improving public amenity)
➢Private interests will only invest in public goods to the extent that 

they can directly benefit

NBS projects produce a mix of public and private benefits

Implication: removing ‘barriers’ from the previous slide will not 
change these features.  Correcting these market failures 
requires market intervention.



Implications for the NBS ‘market’
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• NBS produces a mix of public and private benefits.

• Unless private benefits from NBS exceed the total cost of the 
project, no amount of correcting for barriers will inspire more 
investment from private sources alone into NBS

Example: Illustration of costs and benefits of an urban 

NBS project 

Classic ‘multiple benefits’ NBS project:

• A single investor or beneficiary may not capture all 

benefits, but combined the total benefits (in blue 

bars) exceed the total costs (in red bars)

• Whole of society perspective: Project should be a GO

• Private investor perspective: only subset of benefits 

are private and can be monetized (dark blue bars)

→ even with overcoming barriers, no private 

investment will be made



Example from GrowGreen Manchester
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• Park restoration for climate resilience

• Stormwater filtration, aesthetic improvements, active and passive 
recreation

• Estimated quantified benefits far exceed costs

• Benefit-cost ratio of 2.4

• However, main benefits (property price increases, 

physical health benefits) are very difficult to 

monetise

• Very difficult to imagine a private entity investing 

in such a project



Example of markets for ecosystem services
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• Wendling Beck project – landscape scale restoration of agricultural 
environment

• Significant costs to restore environment, lost ag revenue and subsidies

Benefits:

• Revenue for biodiversity net gain

• Revenue for ‘nutrient neutrality’ – reduced 

pollution loads to rivers

• Revenue for flood mitigation from water business

• Revenue for carbon credits

Main ‘public benefits’ have been privatized through 

government markets and regulation



So how can we increase private investment?
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Provide private entities with direct financial incentives

Broadly, 3 different ways:

1. Change market structures: many policy instruments exist to 
provide private incentives to act, including regulatory 
changes targeting private actors (e.g. building regulations 
requiring green roofs)

2. Private markets for public goods: carbon, biodiversity, water 
pollution (cap and trade)

3. Co-financing: blending private and public funds reflecting 
private and public benefits

All of these can only be driven by governments



Conclusions
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• Private investment goes where it can make a financial return

• ‘Public good’ aspects of NBS do not provide private financial 
incentives

• Only Governments have the tools to change these incentives

• Ideally, make the polluters pay (whoever causes the harm pays 
to fix it) – the Polluter Pays Principle
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